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Waste Of Time
FM Static

Tabbed by : Kerbeen Kaiser MeÃ±a (III-EINSTEIN of LSEI - Batch 2011-2012)
Song: Synesthesia by Mayonnaise

*I haven t figured out yet the tabs or plucking of this song. But I would post
it as 
soon as I get it and I think this chord is 98% correct and originally made by
me. :)) Hope 
you like it.!

Key: C
Standard Tuning

Intro:
C-G-Dm-F-Fm (2x)

Verse I:

 C                      G
This troubled heartache won t go away
   Dm                          F/Bb
I think there might be something wrong with me
       C                       G
I take a deep breath and maybe I ll stop this shaking
     Dm                    F/Bb             C
God please don t forsake me, I might be crazy

Refrain:

               G
Am I losing my mind?
                  Dm
Sometimes I feel like
                     F/Bb
things are getting worse in time
      C                     G
If I try will you open my eyes?
               Dm
And make me a part of you
                 F-Break-  G-Break-
like you re a friend of mine

Chorus:

        C                  G
Next time I m losing my mind
                       Dm                       F
I ll remember that to find my way out is just a waste of time



      C                  G
In place of all my mistakes
                       Dm
You ve seen through the shadows above me
     F                 G
No one could ever love me like you

Interlude: C-G-Dm-F-Fm

Verse II:

         C                       G
If I finish what I started and get swept under the carpet
        Dm                 F/Bb
I ll still be thankful for all you ve done
         C                        G
Take a note to remind me that you know where you can find me
         Dm                      F/Bb
I ll probably end up right back here again

Refrain:

               G
Am I losing my mind?
                  Dm
Sometimes I feel like
                     F/Bb
things are getting worse in time
      C                     G
If I try will you open my eyes?
               Dm
And make me a part of you
                 F-Break-  G-Break-
like you re a friend of mine

Chorus:

        C                  G
Next time I m losing my mind
                       Dm                       F
I ll remember that to find my way out is just a waste of time
      C                  G
In place of all my mistakes
                       Dm
You ve seen through the shadows above me
     F                 G
No one could ever love me..

Bridge:

            C                         G
I ll be everything that you want me to except for perfect
       Dm                               F



I m trying hard just to understand your plan for me
             C                            G
I ll be everywhere that you want me to unless I fall
            Dm                         F - G
I m just trying to get my life back again

Chorus: [Plucking]

        C                  G
Next time I m losing my mind
                       Dm                       F
I ll remember that to find my way out is just a waste of time
      C                  G
In place of all my mistakes
                       Dm
You ve seen through the shadows above me
     F-Break-          G-Break-
No one could ever love me..

Chorus:

        C                  G
Next time I m losing my mind
                       Dm                       F
I ll remember that to find my way out is just a waste of time
      C                  G
In place of all my mistakes
                       Dm
You ve seen through the shadows above me
     F                 G      G-Break-
No one could ever love me like you..

~That s it. Thanks and Please rate. :)
~Hi! To all of my friends,to JoLeRoBluNaKer, Vea Valerio, Rae Adlawan, Paolo
Flores and 
Alyssa Galang. And to my bandmates. This song is for you. :)


